Harvard Digestive Disease Center

RRID:SCR_015587
Type: Tool

Proper Citation
Harvard Digestive Disease Center (RRID:SCR_015587)

Resource Information

URL: https://hddc.hms.harvard.edu

Proper Citation: Harvard Digestive Disease Center (RRID:SCR_015587)

Description: Community of scientists focused on the study of epithelial cell function and mucosal biology including inflammation and host defense of the gastrointestinal tract. It focuses on the intestinal and inflammatory bowel diseases; gut microbiology; and stem cell and developmental biology of the intestine and liver in organ physiology, regenerative medicine, and metabolism.

Abbreviations: HDDC

Resource Type: disease-related portal, portal, data or information resource, organization portal, topical portal

Keywords: digestive disease, inflammatory bowel disease, epithelial cell function, mucosal biology, inflammation, stem cell biology

Related Condition: digestive disease, Inflammatory Bowel Disease,

Funding Agency: NIDDK

Availability: Available to the research community

Resource Name: Harvard Digestive Disease Center

Resource ID: SCR_015587

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for Harvard Digestive Disease Center.

No alerts have been found for Harvard Digestive Disease Center.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.